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Always
on the go,
KITECH
There are many institutes that support SMEs,
but KITECH is the only application-oriented research institute,
focusing on technology commercialization.
Consult with KITECH to find solutions to technology difficulties in the fields.
KITECH will be there wherever SMEs are in need of help.
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Mission and Key Functions

HISTORY OF
KITECH
Mission and Key Functions
KITECH was founded in 1989 with the objective to support industry sector, especially SMEs.
KITECH drives the nation’s industrial advancement by developing and commercializing fundamental technologies,
technology support, and disseminating the achievements of SMEs.

1989 ~
1997

1998 ~
2003

Founded as a research institute for
comprehensive application research with
a primary focus on supporting SMEs

Built a systematic framework
for SME support

Foundation and Ground Building

Growth and Development

1989 | Founded as an affiliated institute of the
Ministry of Commerce & Industry
| Established a policy and technology support
framework to nurture SMEs

1999 | R
 eassigned to be under the Korea Research
Council for Industrial Science & Technology
(ISTK) in accordance with the Act on gov.-run
Institutes

1994 | Pioneered the rise of HDTV in Korea

2002 | D
 eveloped high-speed train (350 km/h)
| Localized semiconductor manufacturing facility

1997 | Moved to current location (Cheonan, Chungnam)
	| Opened Comprehensive Business Service Center

2003 | Designated as “Technology of the Year” by
the Ministry of Education, Science & Technology
(Cyber Engineer U24)

Always on the go, KITECH

2004 ~
2012

2013 ~
PRESENT

Built a close-range technology support
framework for field-oriented support

Nurtured global SMEs
resulting in tangible outcomes

Built a Regional Framework

New Growth Phase

2004 | Built a regional framework
(Honam, Dongnam, Daegyeong)

2013 | Became an institute affiliated with
the Ministry of Science, ICT and Future Planning
Opened Integrated SME Support Center

2007 | Developed an android robot for the first time
in Korea, second time in the world
2009 | Developed wafer ingot manufacturing
technology for solar cells
2011 | Developed the world’s first Eco-Magnesium
and Eco-Aluminum alloy technology
2012 | Certified as the best service quality institute
for the first time as a government-run institute

2014 | Implement needs-based SME support,
including SME Talk
	| Work on facilitation of business start-ups
	| Identify and nurture Gazelles companies
with strong potential for job creation

Korea Institute of Industrial Technology

Always on the Go
KITECH is always on the move, pondering, and studying to provide
technology support that is essential to Korea’s industrial advancement.
We will never stop, and we will do our best to stay close to the SME manufacturing field.
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Message from the President

MESSAGE FROM
THE PRESIDENT

● President of Korea Institute of Industrial Technology

Ph.D Lee Youngsoo

Always on the go, KITECH

Nurturing SMEs into
Drivers of Creative Economy

Today, we face a challenge to open the era of happiness for the public with science and technology including
ICT. In the midst of this mega-trend, SMEs are emerging as the key players to lead creative economy, as they
are the original source of a new growth engine, accounting for 99% of all companies and 88% of employment. ●●● KITECH is a government-run research institute founded to support SMEs and specialized in
technology commercialization. KITECH makes efforts to build a more practical support framework, including establishing a regional framework for a field-oriented support system, offering customized total solutions, and internal/external technology cooperation network building. Since the Ministry of Science, ICT
and Future Planning taking office, KITECH has played the key role in integrating the resources and capabilities of 25 government-run institutions in the field of science and technology into one platform of technology
commercialization support by running the Integrated SME Support Center. ●●● KITECH plans to focus
more on nurturing world-class application research groups and growing high-growth technology-driven
enterprises by striving hard to develop and disseminate needs-based practical technology and conduct
advanced research on future manufacturing technology. With these efforts, we will make sure to help SMEs
become the key drivers of creative economy and make sure KITECH becomes one of the top three research
institutions specialized in technology commercialization. ●●● We will do our utmost to grow to become a
research institute that gives vision to companies and hope to the public. Simultaneously, we will earn trust by
continuing to innovate and enhance, turning the outcomes of innovation into practical technological
improvements.
Thank you.
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Interview_SME Talk

Sme TALK
Small & Medium sized Enterprise

Partner Company

ㅣ

Lee Ho-seok, CEO of Vision Tech (Co.)

KITECH is a ‘Reliable Partner’.
We jumped into the already-saturated market just with one brilliant idea.
The thing is, we did not have the technology and workforce to turn our ideas into reality.
That was when KITECH came to us. After meeting the institute, we worked around the clock,
even on weekends. Come to think of it, we were so desperate to care for KITECH,
but they never turned down our requests. The researcher from KITECH worked and helped us
just as if he was the research head of Vision Tech, and we had free access to the research labs of
KITECH just as they were ours. For partner companies, KITECH is like a life partner
that can be relied upon with no worries.

01

Always on the go, KITECH

02
Interview

Technology Talents Support Project

ㅣ

Cho Jong-hyun, Research Head of SUN Tech (Co.)

KITECH is ‘Stepping Stone’
Bridging People and Companies.

Even when I went through hard time working as a part time instructor at universities
I never dreamed of working for SMEs. But while I worked as a research for business support
sector I came to encounter SUN Tech. At first I was assigned to the company for 3 years
as a member dispatched from KITECH and while working there and seeing the things going on
in the field, I realized that this is the workplace for me and source of energy to my life.
So I decided to leave at SUN Tech. It was always KITECH that gave me a chance to experience
field work at SMEs and helped me to decide to stay at SMEs. KITECH is stepping stone for me
to show new world and guide me into safe path towards the new world.
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Interview_SME Talk

03
Business Start-Ups Incubation Center

KITECH is an

ㅣ

Park Ju-hyun, CEO of Roum High Tech (Co.)

‘Almighty Mentor.’

Many businessmen dream of starting their own businesses, but rising to the challenge of starting
a whole new life and leaving behind a stable comfort zone is easier said than done.
That is why the role of the Business Start-Ups Incubation Center is so important.
It provides resources support until start-ups are competent enough to stay afloat on their own.
There are many centers like this one that are run by other institutions and universities,
but I would like to recommend KITECH for those who are planning to start their own businesses.
For Roum High Tech, an IT precision chemical products manufacturer, experts and equipment are essential,
and KITECH is an optimal place that has everything we need. When we faced technological obstacles,
not only did we have access to KITECH’s high-tech research equipment but also guidance from
experienced researchers at the institute. It helped a lot in preparation for the future,
including our readiness for the next generation of market. For me, KITECH is like an almighty mentor.

Always on the go, KITECH

Interview

Integrated SME Support Center

KITECH is a

ㅣ

Ahn Sung-jun, CEO of Boeun Metal (Co.)

‘Well-Prepared Supporter.’
For a small company like us, a chance to supply parts to big enterprises is too important to miss.
Of course, the most important factor is quality but trust building also matters.
That is why we cannot afford to miss a delivery date. One time, we were in trouble, as the client
asked for a certificate for a salt spray corrosion test performed by a publicly certified institute
as a precondition to supply a contract. It was a sudden request, and we only had few days
before the deadline. That was when we found the Integrated SME Support Center on the Internet.
We were already aware of KITECH but did not know that they launched the center.
We called them, and they relayed us to the person who had the capability to issue a publicly
certified certificate. It took only four days for us to get the certificate, and we met the delivery
deadline. SMEs need so many things to keep their businesses going. It is such a great comfort
that we have this “well-prepared supporter” to whom we can turn whenever we are in need.

04
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R&D In
Three Key
Areas

chapter 1
R&D in Three Key
Areas of KITECH
KITECH designated Root Industry Technology, Green Manufacturing System Technology,
and Industry Convergence Technology as the three key research areas
essential to advance SMEs and Korea’s entire manufacturing industry.
KITECH makes efforts to strengthen the nation’s industrial fundamentals with
needs-based R&D and commercialization, and securing fundamental technology to lead the future.
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Root Industry Technology

root
industry
technology
ROOT INDUSTRY
TECHNOLOGY

Root technology that underpins manufacturing competitiveness,
KITECH creates “ACE” technology.
The six root technologies of casting, molding, heat processing, surfacing, plastic working, and welding are
the essential technologies to the process of turning raw materials into industrial materials,
and from materials to parts. KITECH takes the lead in improving the technology competitiveness of SMEs and
the quality competitiveness of Korea’s major industries by focusing on developing root technology
with dedicated research teams that have outstanding experience and capabilities.

Always on the go, KITECH

Major achievements in commercializing
the research findings of root industry technology
Development of core materials of Eco-Al and Eco-Mg
Led next-generation alloy technology by developing core materials technology
enhanced with eco-friendly materials, for the first time in the world

Development of new coating materials and manufacturing base technology
Developed the world’s first thin coating materials with low-friction and high-corrosion resistance
to improve car mileage and parts life by 4%–7%

Titanium scraps and sponge refinement technology transfer
Developed technology to refine titanium scraps and sponges with electromagnetic induction (EMCC) and
hydrogen plasma (HPAR) for the first time in the world and transferred the technology to Hans Co.
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Green Manufacturing System Technology

GREEN MANUFACTURING
SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY

KITECH supports sustainable growth of Korean industry
by developing energy-efficient and eco-friendly manufacturing systems.
To ensure adjustment to changes in global environments and achieve sustainable growth,
it is imperative to turn to green manufacturing systems that consume less energy and ensure higher productivity.
KITECH makes efforts to advance the manufacturing framework of the domestic manufacturing industry by
adding the concept of “green” to the manufacturing system field.

Always on the go, KITECH

GREEN
MANUFACTURING
SYSTEM
technology

Major achievements in commercializing
the research findings of green manufacturing system technology
Development of eco-friendly Bio-Diesel manufacturing technology
Developed various eco-friendly Bio-Diesel manufacturing technology
with convergence of diversified BT

Development of plastic materials processing technology derived from biomass
Developed world-class plastic materials and processing technology
derived from biomass

Commercialization of cold storage and trucking using PCM
Offered total solution with PCM, the latent heat materials developed solely
by the institute to support EST Co. to commercialize a cold storage truck equipped with a PCM module
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Industry Convergence Technology

industry
CONVERGENCE
technology
INDUSTRY CONVERGENCE
TECHNOLOGY

KITECH leads the innovation of existing industries and
creates new markets by developing industry convergence technology.
The days are gone when single technology dominated the market. In the field of industry convergence technology,
where technological limitations are challenged and overcome and a new future is opened with
convergence between technologies, technology and industry, or between industries.
KITECH leads the way in the field of industry convergence.

Always on the go, KITECH

Major achievements in commercializing
the research findings on industry convergence technology  
Developed “Hyper,” the robot suit with enhanced strength
Developed a robot suit capable of working for nine hours carrying up to 120 kg
for fieldwork in construction sites, extreme fields, and disaster sites

Developed ”Robin,” a walk-assist robot  
For the first time in Korea, developed a walk-assist robot
wearable on the lower limbs of those paralyzed from the waist down

Developed felt-type adhesion-prevention device
Transformed CMC becomes jelly when it touches water into felt
to develop an adhesion-prevention device that is easy to use

chapter 2

Incheon
Regional Division
Gyeonggi
Regional Division
Chungcheong
Regional Division
Honam
Regional Division
Daegyeong
Regional Division
Dongnam
Regional Division
Gangwon
Regional Division

Always on the go, KITECH

Regional
Division
Building a field-oriented
technology commercialization
support framework
KITECH builds a close-range technology support framework corresponding to 5+2 economic regions
to focus on developing practical technology that can support regional industry and
enable practical application of the technology in the field.
Chungcheong Regional Division serves as the headquarters of the institute
and leads Green Manufacturing System Technology. Incheon Regional Division leads
Root Industry Technology, and Gyeonggi Regional Division focuses on research commercialization
for Industry Convergence Technology. Other regional divisions are also offering
customized technology support with research and commercialization units linked
to the industrial strategy each region is specialized in.
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Building a Field-Oriented Technology Commercialization Support Framework
Incheon

Regional Division

Incheon
Regional Division

Songdo

Long-term Support for the Future of
Root Technology Development
Incheon Regional Division, where the research and support units for the 6 root industrial technologies
are located, is where KITECH’s roots and future lie. The division is transforming the root industry
that is underpinning the traditional manufacturing industry into a future-oriented high-tech industry
with various approaches, including R&D of core root technology and commercialization and
researcher dispatch to help resolve technology issues.

Research and Support Activities |
Liquid  Processing & Casting Technology R&BD Group _ Green cast technology development and
commercialization
Molds & Dies Technology R&BD Group _ Low- energy consumption precision-molding technology development
and commercialization
Metal Forming Technology R&BD Group _ High-precision high-efficiency plastic working technology development
and commercialization
Advanced Welding & Joining R&BD Group _ Eco-friendly light-metal advanced welding and joining technology
development and commercialization
Heat Treatment Technology R&BD Group _ Multi-heat-treatment technology development and commercialization
Surface Technology R&BD Group _ Precision parts surface technology development and commercialization
Advanced Process and Materials R&BD Group _ High-efficiency low-energy parts materials process technology
development and commercialization
Rare Metal R&BD Group _ Rare-metals-related technology including rare earth resources development and
commercialization
e-Design R&BD  Group _ Manufacturing design simulation development and dissemination

Always on the go, KITECH

INCHEON
Regional
Division
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Building a Field-Oriented Technology Commercialization Support Framework

GYEONGGI
Regional
Division

Always on the go, KITECH
Gyeonggi
Regional Division

Ansan

Gyeonggi
Regional Division
Cradle of the High-Added-Value
New Convergence Industry
Gyeonggi Regional Division leads Industry Convergence Technology and explores
future growth engines to drive the economy by developing and commercializing
intelligent robots, high-tech medical fibers, ultra-precision nanotechnology,
wellness systems, and packaging technology.

Research and Support Activities |
Technical Textile & Materials R&BD Group _ Prototype fabrication, function, and reliability test technology support
for industrial fibers, yarns, textiles, and cloth dying
ICT Textile & Apparel R&BD Group _ High-tech functional-fiber technology development and commercialization
Robotics R&BD Group _ Build and operate support system to commercialize intelligent robots
Micro/Nano Scale Manufacturing R&BD Group _ Ultra-precision nanoconvergence processing technology
development and commercialization
IT Convergence Process R&BD Group _ Manufacturing/operation management and convergence process
optimization technology development and commercialization
Human and Culture Convergence Technology R&BD Group _ Wellness-system core technology development and
commercialization
Korea Packaging Center _ Knowledge-based high-value-added Korean packaging development and
commercialization
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Field-Oriented Technology Commercialization Support Framework

Chungcheong
Regional Division

Chungcheong
Regional Division

Cheonan

Headquarters for
Green Manufacturing System Development
The Chungcheong Regional Division located at KITECH headquarters in Cheonan
leads Green Manufacturing System Technology development and commercialization,
one of KITECH’s three key R&D areas. The division’s priority is advancing the
manufacturing systems of the industry field by developing eco-friendly materials
and processes and energy-efficient manufacturing systems.

Research and Support Activities |
Manufacturing System R&BD Group _ Future-oriented manufacturing-system core technology and
processing technology development and commercialization
Manufacturing Automation R&BD Group _ Manufacturing automation and platform technology development
and commercialization
Green Materials and Process R&BD Group _ Green IT materials and biochemical convergence renewablematerials technology development and commercialization
IT Convergence Materials R&BD Group _ Development and commercialization of inedible biochemical materials
to replace oil production technology
Thermochemical Energy System R&BD Group _ Thermal conversion-based green-energy production technology
development and commercialization
Thermal & Fluid System R&BD Group _ Eco-friendly high-efficiency energy facility technology development and
commercialization
Advanced Biomedical and Welfare Technology R&BD  Group _ Next-generation age-customized medical
equipment application technology development and commercialization

Always on the go, KITECH

CHUNGCHEONG
Regional
Division
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Field-Oriented Technology Commercialization Support Framework

HONAM
Regional
Division

Always on the go, KITECH
Honam
Regional Division

Honam
Regional Division
Gwangju

Key Player in the Region to
Lead Honam’s Industrial Advancement
Honam Regional Division founded with an objective to transform regional industry into
a high-added-value creation structure leads the development of the locally specialized industry
by developing and commercializing automotive components and materials technology,
optics and energy convergence technology, and nanoconvergence display-lighting technology.

Research and Support Activities |
Automotive Components & Materials R&BD Group _ Eco-friendly light-weight materials alloy design and
forming technology development and commercialization
Applied  Optics & Energy R&BD Group _ Eco-friendly energy materials system development and
commercialization
Green Manufacturing Process R&BD Group _ Operates the Mold TRYOUT Center and provides R&D support
National Center for Nanoprocess and Equipment _ Semiconductor nanoprocessing equipment,
next-generation display technology development and commercialization
Convergence Components & Agricultural Machinery Application Center _ IT convergence agricultural machines,
green root technology development and commercialization
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Field-Oriented Technology Commercialization Support Framework
Daegyeong

Regional Division

Daegyeong
Regional Division
Outpost for Strategy:
Daegyeong Region’s Specialized Industry
The Daegyeong Regional Division is behind all efforts to ensure the transformation of
the region into a R&D Specialized Zone by restarting the stagnant regional economy
and creating a new growth engine. By developing and commercializing technologies tied to
Daegyeong regions’ specialized industry, including IT, mechatronics, and green energy,
the division drives the advancement of local SMEs.

Research and Support Activities |
Ultimate Manufacturing Technology R&BD Group _ Ultra-high- temperature/ultra–high-pressure/
high-degree vacuum application manufacturing technology and core technology development
and commercialization
Construction Equipment Technology R&BD Group _ Intelligent construction machine/components,
infrastructure building, and commercialization utilizing IT convergence technology
Technology Convergence  R&BD Group _ Human-friendly mechatronics technology, biomedical strategy
technology development and commercialization

Daegu

Always on the go, KITECH

daegyeong
Regional
Division
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Field-Oriented Technology Commercialization Support Framework

dongnam
Regional
Division

Always on the go, KITECH
Dongnam
Regional Division

Dongnam
Regional Division
Busan

Center of Korea’s Backbone Industry
Dongnam Region, which includes Busan, Ulsan, and Gyeongnam, is the center of Korea’s backbone
industry and transportation/logistics. At the center, the Dongnam Regional Division is in a prime
location to explore new growth engines of car parts materials and offshore plant resources
and support the regional industrial development by commercializing the primary core industries.

Research and Support Activities |
Energy Component & Material R&BD Group _ Marine-robot parts and wind-power parts, nuclear plant equipment
testing and commercialization technology support
Offshore Plant Resources R&D Center _ Establish and operate the center and participate in international
cooperation
Green Technology  Center _ 3R technology (reduce, reuse, recycle), greenhouse-gas reduction technology
development and commercialization
Manufacturing  Process Technology Innovation Center _ Jinju and western Gyeongnam manufacturing process
innovation R&D infra building, root industry competitiveness enhancement infra building
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Field-Oriented Technology Commercialization Support Framework
Gangwon

Regional Division

Gangwon
Regional Division

Gangneung

Empower Gangwon Province with
a Strengthened Manufacturing Base
Gangwon Regional Division supports the growth of the Gangwon region and helps strengthen
the manufacturing base by nurturing the nonferrous metal industry into a specialty of the region.
The division focuses on materializing and commercializing nonferrous materials that are applicable
across various industries including cars, electronics and electricity, shipbuilding,
semiconductors, and medical components.

Research and Support Activities |
Non-Ferrous Materials & Components R&BD Group
Lead SME technology development and commercialization in the nonferrous metal sector, technology transfer,
build industrial strategy-based high-tech root technology development and advancement supporting basis ,
convergence technology development in the biomedical nonferrous metal sector, and medical equipment
materials/components functional enhancement technology support

Always on the go, KITECH

GANGWON
Regional
Division

Always on the go, KITECH

SUPPORT
ServiceS
for Smes

chapter 3

Always on the go, KITECH

KITECH Support
Services for SMEs
KITECH is here to help SMEs enhance their technological competitiveness by
offering support services such as technology transfer for business development with
key technology that is essential in the manufacturing field, a research partner system
based on close partnerships to support businesses, open labs, and business start-ups
incubation center that supports companies by providing equipment and facilities, and
the Integrated SME Support Center that helps SMEs find solutions with one phone call to ”1379.”

Technology Transfer Process Introduction
Research Partner System
Business Start-Ups Incubation Center
Open Labs
Integrated SME Support Center
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KITECH Support Services for SMEs

Technology Transfer
Process Introduction
Facilitating Technology Transfer with
an Internally Developed R&BD Process
As an institute specialized in commercialization, KITECH builds an internal R&BD process
and explores and develops needs-based technologies from R&D. At the same time,
KITECH runs an intellectual property (IP) management support service system to
regularly oversee performance and achievements from patent applications,
technology transfer, and business development and after-management.

■ Technology transfer system improvement
The Technology Licensing Office was reorganized as the Creative Business Office (CBO),
and the system was enhanced by introducing incentives for those who contribute to
technology transfer that facilitates performance.

■ Program of business development with technology  
With projects like Super IP initiatives and tailored R&D initiatives,
the number of technology transfer cases grew 350%.
* Selected as one of the best institutes in technology transfer in 2013

■ KITECH R&D process for technology transfer and business development
R&D

Patent

planning/

application/

conducting

registration 

Idea 
generation

Technology

After-

marketing

management

Process

Idea sorting/
evaluation

Pilot study/
invention 
report

Patent
management

Technology
transfer
negotiation 

Always on the go, KITECH

Research
Partner System
Offering Tailored Support Services to
Help Companies Grow
The research partner system is based on a concept of family companies for
those in close partnership with KITECH. The system is designed to help SMEs grow to
be global players with customized close-range support.
The companies selected as partners are provided various types of support including
R&D-based priority technology support, technology innovation support based on
technology community, and close-range support in the field.

■ Qualifications of partner companies  
• Companies that successfully performed joint research and development with KITECH
• Companies that received KITECH’s technology support
• Companies signing contracts for patent technology transfer with KITECH
• Companies participating in KITECH’s Business Start-Ups Incubation Center and those
who graduated from the program with successful outcomes
• Tech-intensive companies with great growth potential

■ Support for partner companies  
R&D-based technology
support

Research facility support

Dispatch competent
resources through
technology talents project

- Priority support from KITECH
「Industry-associated projects」
- P riority support from KITECH
「Tailored Technology Support
Project」

- Access to research facilities at
36 open labs

- Priority support of competent
workforce (with degree of
MD or Ph.D.) as core R&D staff
	Long term assignment
(longer than 3 years)

Close-range support
through field visits

Technology information
support

Technology innovation exchange support that leverages
the technology community

- Technology advisory support with
visits or dispatch to the fields
where they suffer from
technology issues

- Regular mailing service to share
information on national R&D
projects, educational seminar,
patent transfer technology and
technology trend forum

-Support companies’ technology
exchange including new markets
exploring and R&D outcome
sharing through 41 communities
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KITECH Support Services for SMEs

Business Start-Ups
Incubation Center
Promoting Venture Start-Ups’ Self-Reliance
with Total Start-Up Incubation Support
KITECH has new venture start-ups on its premises to help them become competent at running their
businesses on their own by providing services that include the use of KITECH’s facility, resources,
prototype fabrication, and marketing support. By helping start-ups overcome the hardships
that are experienced in the early days of operation, KITECH helps start-ups continue to grow,
contributing to an increased success rate of business start-ups and job creation.

■ Support targets
• Companies preparing technology-based start-ups or individuals who want to open 		
tech-intensive SME businesses
• Companies recognized for having technologies with high business development 		
potential and strong technology impact
• Companies less than two years old at the time of application

■ Support details  
Facility

Equipment

- Workplace, meeting room,
basic utility (electricity, water)
support

Administration

- Joint research for technology
development and advisory
support   

Education & Training

- Office, administration, and other
support

■ Operation status

- Test analysis and measuring
equipment, prototype fabrication
equipment support

Joint Technology Research

- Education on business management,
marketing, network building
with gov.-run institutes

* Siwha Business Incubation Center has received the best grade (S grade)
for 8 consecutive years in management assessments by the SMBA and Gyeonggi province.

Category

Technology to receive specialized support

No. of incubators

Siwha Business Incubation Center

Green-chemical sector

9

Ansan Business Incubation Center

Textile and green-chemical sector

10

Cheonan Business Incubation Center

Manufacturing system and new renewable-energy sector

30

Gwangju Business Incubation Center

High-tech components, optical electronics,
molding industry related sector

21

Busan Business Incubation Center

Ship parts and nuclear-plant components sector

18

Always on the go, KITECH

Open Labs

Granting Full Access to
High-End/High-Tech Equipment for SMEs
KITECH opens about 30 laboratories across the nation to SMEs to ensure
they have easy access to high-end/high-tech equipment. KITECH also offers technology
support services including testing, investigations and prototype fabrication.

■ Open labs across the regions  
Incheon
Regional Division

– Casting Technology Process Lab – Chemical Analysis Common Lab
– Materials Nature Analysis/Testing Common Lab – Surface Analysis Common Lab
– Gliding Technology Processing Lab – Heat Treatment Technology Lab – Precision Molding Lab
– Advanced Welding & Joining Technology Support Process Lab – Plastic Working Process Lab
– Bicycle Manufacturing Technology Support Process Lab – e-Design Technology/
High-Tech Equipment Support Process Lab

Gyeonggi
Regional Division

– Hazardous Substance Chemical Analysis Common Lab
– Precision Measurement Common Lab – Industrial Fiber Process Lab
– Textile Prototype Process Lab – Apparel Technology Support Process Lab
– Korea Packaging Center Process Lab

Chungcheong
Regional DIvision

– Materials Analysis and Nature Common Lab – Energy Facility Functionality Certification
Process Lab – Acoustical Vibration Common Lab – Green Environments Common Lab
– Smart Automation Process Lab

Honam
Regional Division

– Materials Nature Analysis Common Lab – Precision/Ultra-Precision Processing Process Lab
– Precision Motor Test Analysis Common Lab – KOLAS Length/Dynamics Certification
Common Lab – Mold TRYOUT Process Lab – Energy Environment (ROHS) Common Lab
– Nanotechnology Integration Process Lab

Dongnam
Regional Division

– Forming Process Common Lab – Ultra-Precision Processing Process Lab
– Convergence Plating Common Lab – Casting Technology Support Process Lab

Daegyeong
Regional Division

– Biomedical Technology Center Common Lab – Casting Technology Support Process Lab

Gangwon
Regional Division

– Nonferrous Metal Common Lab
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Integrated SME
support Center
Find Solutions to Technology Issues at

‘1379’

The Integrated SME Support Center is an integrated channel of 25 government-run
institutes in the field of science and technology put together to offer solutions to
technology issues. “1379” stands for (1) phone call to meet friends (79 in Korean
pronunciation) who offer solutions within three days. Through the channel,
SMEs can seek diversified support including solutions to technology issues,
equipment, human resources, and technology transfer.

■ Support details  
Resolve
 Technology
Issues
Support

Technology issues in
product design,
manufacturing process
analysis, and prototype
fabrication along with
needs-based technology
development

Equipment
Support

Resources
Support  

Technology
Transfer

Build DB by analyzing
various resources
(technology, equipment,
and labs) from governmentrun institutes and perform
technology business
development consulting,
equipment support,
and test and investigation
based on the DB

Address the issues of
technology advisory needs
and lack of research
resources by dispatching
competent research
resources of institutes in
the short term and in the
long term, respectively

Support transfer of
patents by opening patents
held by government-run
institutes and advancing
them further

Always on the go, KITECH

Application and Procedures to Process
SMEs

Visit the integrated center
in the region for application

Notice on
application
(SMS)

Application for
consulting at 1379

Search for
Find/decide the
Designate
Test, measurecustomized
institute to provide a person in charge ment, equipment,
support in DB of
support
of supporting the
resources,
integrated center
SME
technology
information,
technology
advice

Happy call

www.smehappy.re.kr
Application on the Internet

Integrated SME Support Center

Call Center

Call 1379, the representative number of the Integrated SME Support Center
and SMEs can get the right support for them.

Open Hours: Weekdays 9:00–18:00
Online

The Integrated SME Support Center website is available 24/7 to offer
SMEs a platform to consult on SMEs issues and
find the information they need.

www.smehappy.re.kr
Offline

Visit 12 offline centers across the nation to get customized
consultation and support service.

National StrategIc
Industrial Technology
Development

To respond better to the evolving technology trends and global market changes, industrial technology development
at a national level is essential. KITECH is ahead in preparing for the future by planning and proposing a national policy agenda
for this and by leading the national industrial technology development initiatives commissioned by the government.

Always on the go, KITECH

www.kncpc.or.kr

Korea National Cleaner
Production Center
The Center of Dissemination and Facilitation of Green
Manufacturing Systems
Since 1999, when the government assigned the operation of the Korea National Cleaner Production Center
to KITECH, the institute has been at the forefront of developing and disseminating green manufacturing
technology at the national level. The institute takes the lead to build production systems
where the original source of pollution can be controlled and cleared at the stage of product design, thus,
helping Korean companies overcoming trade barriers and export their products by collecting
and sharing information on environmental regulations of many nations across the globe.

Facilitation of Green Management ㅣ
Green partnership to respond together to environmental and energy crises ●●● New eco-business based on
public-private cooperation ●●● chemical substance management ●●● Establish industrial environments policy
and statistics building ●●● Host the National Green Business Management Awards

Cleaner Production Support ㅣ
Distribute technology in advance to reduce pollutants ●●● Build Uni-materials bases that reduce the use of
hazardous substances and facilitate recycling ●●● support for nature-inspired products development
●●● Secure technology development in advance to be ready for global environmental regulations

Facilitate Natural Circulation ㅣ
Resources productivity innovation by building integrated national resources management statistics and
nurturing companies specialized in resources management ●●● Nurture unban optical electronics industry
by building platform of resources circulation technology ●●● Remanufacturing base building
●●● Build eco-industry complex

Response to Environmental Regulations ㅣ
Provide latest information by building comprehensive information network on global environmental regulations
●●● Build integrated substance information management system ●●● run on/off-line academy in response to environmental
regulation ●●● Consult with operation of support center for advice on environmental regulation
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www.kpic.re.kr

Korea National Ppuri
Industry Center
The Center of National Root Industry Promotion
Taking the responsibility for running the Korea National Ppuri (Root) Industry Center,
which was established based on the “Act on National Root Industry Promotion and Advancement,”
the institute is building a comprehensive support framework to promote and advance root industries
and implementing various support initiatives to enhance the competitiveness of the industries.

Build Root R&D System ㅣ
Root technology R&D reorganization ●●● Facilitate ties in technology development with high-tech industry
●●● support designation of “Root Technology Specialized Companies” ●●● Build pilot plant for shared use
by companies

Promote Process Innovation of Root Companies ㅣ
Build automated process for Root technology ●●● Advance with IT convergence ●●● Root industry smart
factory expansion

Ensure Virtuous Circle of Root Resources ㅣ
Help workers in the industry take pride in by organizing the “Root Technology Competition” ●●● Form a council to
discuss human resources development in root industry ●●● Policy to facilitate resources supply in Root industry

Improve Management and Working Environments at Root Companies ㅣ
Strategic support and advancement of Root industrial complex ●●● Support for work environment and
welfare improvement

Always on the go, KITECH

www.knicc.re.kr

Korea National Industrial
Convergence Center
Establishing Creative Economy
with Industrial Convergence
We are now living an era of convergence where human-oriented high touch comes ahead of
technology-driven high tech in value. The Korea National Industrial Convergence Center founded along with
the enactment of the ”Industrial Convergence Promotion Act” is serving as a control tower to coordinate
industrial convergence policy planning, provide an information service, build a cooperation framework, and
enhance business competitiveness.

Creative Industrial Convergence Policy Research and Strategy Planning ㅣ
Industrial convergence policy development and policy initiatives identification ●●● Industrial convergence
development framework plan and strategy-building support ●●● industrial convergence evaluation and direction
outline ●●● Industrial convergence statistic overview and development direction outline

Create New Market for Industrial Convergence and Improve SMEs Convergence Capabilities ㅣ
New business planning to ensure sustainable growth of SMEs ●●● Business model and business development
support to create new markets of industrial convergence ●●● support for SMEs’ capabilities to respond
to industrial convergence

Promote Industrial Convergence Culture and Facilitate Interactions among Associated Organizations ㅣ
Develop online platform service for information exchange and communication among industry, academic, and
research communities ●●● offer information on industrial convergence environments home and abroad to
facilitate the convergence ●●● Host international conference on industrial convergence

Nurture Talents Specialized in Industrial Convergence ㅣ
Work on “Nurturing of Leading Talents in Industrial Convergence” to lead the trend
●●● Host Young Meister Idea Competition
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www.kiram.re.kr

Korea Institute for Rare Metal
Realizing the Dream of National Prosperity
by Building Industrial Bases with Rare Metal
KITECH builds industrial bases of the nation’s rare metal by securing a stable supply of rare metal
that determines the functionality and quality of high-tech gadgets. Additionally, the institute supports the
development of materialization technology to turn resources into components and circulation
technology to turn rare-metal waste into recyclable resources.

Establish Rare-Metal Industry Policy ㅣ
Build a master road map to achieve autonomy of rare-metal resources ●●● Establish a comprehensive plan to
support the rare-metal industry and suggest promotion plans

Build Industrial Bases of Rare Metal ㅣ
Build infrastructure to nurture and secure the competitiveness of the rare-metal industry ●●● Secure core technology
of rare metal ●●● build a statistical base of rare-metal companies

Nurture and Support Companies Specialized in Rare Metal ㅣ
Selective, intensive R&D support for companies specialized in materialization and circulation
●●● Share information by hosting technology exchange forums ●●● build regional network, and business support

Ensure Bases Take the Lead in the Global Market by Building a Rare-Metal Network ㅣ
Establish response strategy on rare metal in the global market and global standardization to build a consistent
cooperation framework ●●● Hold international workshops ●●● perform global joint research with companies
that have resources or technologies

Always on the go, KITECH

www.kepc.re.kr

Creative Industry
& Engineering Center
Hub of National Creative Industry
& Engineering Development
The institute nurtures the engineering industry into a next-generation growth driver by developing support
systems for the full cycle of creative engineering and plant industry promotion. It builds grounds to grow
into the 7th largest engineering power in the world and strengthening industrial & engineering basis to
nurture talents and develop business.

Establish Engineering Industry Promotion Policy and Nurture Business ㅣ
Engineering S/W industry development strategy research ●●● Research on measures to nurture engineering SMEs
and promote public-private network to facilitate the industry

Enhance Technology Competence to Build Core of Engineering ㅣ
Core basis and core technology research in the engineering industry ●●● Build future growth R&D strategy in
connection with engineering convergence technology ●●● engineering technology standardization planning,
research, and dissemination

Nurture Creative Industry and Core Brain Industry ㅣ
Nurture knowledge-based creative new industry and R&D to tighten competitiveness ●●● Build eco-system for
creative/innovative business

Nurture Creative Industry Talents and Business Development Ground Building ㅣ
Build a creative convergence talents nurturing system focusing on globally promising sectors ●●● Form sustainable
cooperation among industry, academia, and research communities ●●● plan and operate creative industry
convergence forum
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KITECH Global Network for Technology Cooperation

KITECH
Global Network for
Technology Cooperation
The Compass of KITECH is Pointing out to the World
KITECH supports Korea’s SMEs to stay globally competitive by building a diverse network of
technology cooperation. With the extensive support of joint research with technologically advanced nations,
creating markets that are friendly to Korea, and leveraging overseas outposts to support SMEs to enter
foreign markets, KITECH helps products “Made in Korea” find their way across the globe.

Indonesia (Jakarta)
·Technology business development leveraging local resources
·Korea-friendly business environment built through technology cooperation

China (Qingdao)

U.S.A (Santa Clara)

·1:1 technology support for Korean companies entering local markets
·Secure stable supply of rare metal and build technology cooperation

·Joint research to develop industrial core technologies including
green manufacturing technologies
·Technology cooperation and business development support 		
required for Korean companies to enhance technological
competence and be able to enter global markets

network to enhance the influence of Root industry technology
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Overseas partners
Joint research in
progress

Joint R&D Projects

Always on the go, KITECH

International Partners
Norway
The SINTEF Group
Dominican Republic
Export and Investment Center Dominican Republic
Germany
IVAM (European Microtechnology Network)
(INM) Leibniz Institut für Neue Materialien gem. GmbH
(FhG IST) Fraunhofer Institute for Surface Engineering and
Thin Films IST
The Technische Universität München
leibniz-Institute for Solid and Materials Research, Dresden
(Fraunhofer IPA) Fraunhofer Institute for Manufacturing
Engineering and Automation IPA
Institute For Work and Technology
Fraunhofer Institute for Software and System Engineering
University of Cologne
Rwth Aachen University
The Leibniz-Institute for Solid State and materials Research(IFW)
Mongolia
Mongolian University of Science and Technology
Mongolian Institute of Physics and Technology
USA
(SNF) Stanford Nanofabrication Facility
The Bay Area K Group
(TAMUK) Gas Hydrate Lab, Texas A&M University Kingsville
(CUNY) Energy Systems Lab, The City College of New York
Univ. of California, Davis, U.S.A.
Ames Laboratory
(GTRC)Georgia Tech Applied Research Corporation and El Lighting
Co.Ltd
Mississippi State University
University of Wisconsin-Stout
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Mississippi State University
State University of New York, Korea - Sphere Advanced Materials Inc.,
University of Iowa
Portland State University
Vietnam
(VNU) Vietnam National University, Hanoi
(DOST) Ho Chi Minh City Department of Science and Technology of
the Socialist Republic of Vietnam
Can Tho City Industry and Trade Department Socialist Republic of
Vietnam
Global Dyeing Co., Ltd
Vietnam Textile Research Institute
Belarus
The State Committee on Science and Technology of the Republic of
Belarus
(ITM NASB) Institute of Technology of Metals, National Academy of
Sciences of Belarus
Brazil
(IPT) The Instituto de Pesquisas Technology
Saudi Arabia
King Saud University and Gachon University
King Saud University
Sweden
STFI-Packforsk
(TPA) The Packaging Arena
Chalmers University of Technology
Business Sweden
Packbridge
Singapore
Institute of Chemical and Engineering Sciences(ICES)
Ethiopia
(TIDI) Textile Industry Development Institute on the Textile Industry
Technological Cooperation
United Kingdom
University of Essex
University of York
Uzbekistan
Tashkent Institute of Textile and Light Industry
Uzbekyengilsanoat

Italy
IIT (Italian Institute of Technology)
Indonesia
(UNPAD) Universitas Padjadjaran
(CFT) Center for Textile
(MOMAF) Ministry of Marine Affairs and Fisheries of the Republic
of Indonesia
(MOI) Ministry of Industry of the Republic of Indonesia,
(UI)Indonesia of the Republic of Indonesia
(NaSDEC) National Shipbuilding Engineering Design Center
(API) Indonesia Textile Association
(ITS) Institute of Technology Surabaya
University of Indonesia
University of Indonesia and (MOI)Ministry of Industry, Republic of
Indonesia
Minstry of Industry, Republic of Indonesia
PT.EST INDONESIA, Center for Chemical and Packaging
Energy Solution Technology Co.,LTD, Pt.Istana Cipta Sembada
Research and Development Center for Oil and Gas Technology,
PT Pertamina Trans Kontinental
Japan
Precision and Intelligence Laboratory, Tokyo Institute of Technology
Nagaoka University of Technology
Tokyo Institute of Technology
China
College of Material Science and Engineering, Donghua University
(SDUST) Shandong University of Science and Techology
(QTECH) Qingdao Technological University
(CAM) China Academy of Machinery Science and Technology
(CSTEC) China Science and Technology Exchange Center
Harbin Municipal Government
Shanghai Advanced Research Institute, Chinese Academy of Sciences
Zhengzhou Research Institute of Mechanical Engineering(ZRIME)
Shanghai Advanced Research Institute(SARI)
Shanghai Advanced Research Institute(SARI)
Kazakhstan
Almaty Technological University
Hungary
National Innovation Office of Hungary
Australia
Curtin University

Joint R&D Projects
Germany
Eidgenossische Techn, Technische University
Fraunhofer Institute for Solar
IFW-Dresden
INM Institute
Fraunhofer IPA
Leibniz University of Hannover
University of Cologn
Aachen University of Technology
Russia
St.Petersburg State Polytechnic university
Mongolia
Mongolian University of Science and Technology
USA
Centers for Advanced Vehicular Systems
Ames Laboratory
Auburn University
Georgia Institute of Technology
Kent State University
Portland State University
University of Toronto
University of Washington
Kent state University
State University of New York, Stony Brook
University of California, Irvine
UC Berkeley
Harvard University
Michigan State University
National Renewable Energy Laboratory
North Carolina State University

Northwestern University
Pennsylvania State University
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
University of California, Berkeley
University of California, Davis
University of California, San Diego
University of Colorado
University of Iowa
University of Nevada Las Vegas
Centers for Advanced Vehicular Systems, Mississippi State
University
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
University of Texas, Dallas
University of Washington, Tacoma
University of Wisconsin
Vietnam
Institute of Materials Science
Institute of Technology Bandung
Hochiminh City University of Technology
Lamdong Agro-forestry Research
Textile Research Institute
VNU University of Engineering and Technology
Belarus
PLASMOTEG center
Skorina Gomel State University
Vitebsk State Technology University
Brazil
Institute for Technological Research
Saudi Arabia
King Saud University Riyadh Techno Valley
Sweden
Division of Energy Technology Chalmers University of Technology
KTH Royal Institute of Technology
United Kingdom
University of Essex
Brunel centre for advanced solidification technology
Brunel University
Uzbekistan
Tashkent Institute of Textile and Light Industry
Uzbek Research Institute of the Natural Fibers
Ukraine
Institute for Problems of Materials Science
Kharkov National University
Kiev Polytechnic Institute
National Academy of Science of Ukraine
Indonesia
Center for Chemical and Packaging
LMAD Center, Ministry of Marine Affair and Fisherys
Center for Agro-Based Industry,University of Indonesia
University of Indonesia
Center for Agro-Based Industry
Center Institute of Energy Conservation
Center of Agro-Based Industry
Japan
National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology
Akita University
National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology
Osaka University
Tohoku University
Tokyo Institute of Technology
Tokyo Metropolitan University
China
Shanghai Advanced Research Institute, Chinese Academy of
Science
Shenyang Research Institute of Foundry
Donghua University
Hochiminh City University
Shanghai Jiao Tong University
Kazakhstan
Almaty Technological University
Canada
McGill University
University of British Columbia

For SMEs Accounting for 99% of
the Power to Underpin the Industry of Korea,
KITECH is Always there to Support.
Did you know that 99% of the businesses that underpin the industrial backbone of the nation are SMEs
and 88% of workers work for SMEs? They are the companies for all of us.
They may not be high-profile key players in the spotlight but the unsung heroes working hard behind the scenes.
KITECH will look closer, listen more carefully, and pay more attention not to miss even the smallest needs of SMEs.
SMEs, the root of the national industry, are the sources to create prosperity for tomorrow with full blossoms
and rich fruits produced with nutrients from the root. KITECH is beside SMEs to create the future.

Korea Institute of Industrial Technology
eng.kitech.re.kr

89 Yangdaegiro-gil, Ipjang-myeon, Seobuk-gu, Cheonan-si, Chungcheongnam-do,
#331-822, The Republic of Korea
Tel.  +82-41-5898-114 Fax. +82-41-5898-120 http://eng.kitech.re.kr

